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T H E  S T A R T  W A S  A  P L A Y
A puppet comes to life when it is manipulated by the puppeteer. 

After the show it is only alive in the memory of the audiences. It can be displayed in a museum where 
people can look at it and maybe this will sparkle the memory of people who have once seen the show 
or it can trigger the imagination of the person who is looking at the puppet in display. 

Once the puppets of the Speeltheater show 
The Star Maker (De Sterrenmaker) came alive on stage. 

A show with more than 20 puppets and 3 actors inspired 
by the beautiful Italian movie ‘L‘Uomo delle Stelle’ of 
Giuseppe Tornatore.

Scene from The Starmaker, with Har Smeets and Nico de Vries



The story was about a man travelling in Sicily (Italy) 
with a camera. persuading people from the villages to do 
a screen test with the hollow promise of becoming famous and 
rich in the future. 

The men is a fraud with no film in his camera  and only one aim: 
to take advantage of the poor villagers, who are willing to 
believe in this dream.

Beside the actors all the other characters in the play 
were puppets: the Sicilian villagers mostly, the police 
and a mafia boss. 

The Star Maker: Opening Stadschouwburg Amsterdam 2000



T H E  P U P P E T S

The puppets were made by Onny Huisink from simple, natural materials, like roughly woven 
potato bags and old worn clothes that also had a life before.  In the play they hung on thick 
ropes with sand sacks and could be pulled up and down to make a scene, an intimate one 
with only two puppets or a whole square full of people. 

When Speeltheater Holland decided to stop as a travelling company in 2012, all the puppets of 
their other shows were brought to museums on different continents to be displayed or 
conserved: 

Several musea in the Netherlands: Edam, Amsterdam, Vorchten
The Stadtmuseum in München, Germany
The Puppet Museum, Atlanta, GA, United States
The Puppetry Museum TOPIC in Tolosa, Spain

With the puppets of The Star Maker another plan was born: 

The Beauty of Decay



Exhibition of the puppets in a tent,  Marken 2012 



The Beauty of Decay
The puppets will be displayed in an installation, you could say ‘their last scene’.

They will be displayed In museums, galleries, theatres and other places around the world, 
not to conserve them, but exactly the opposite: to let them decay under different 
circumstances, unprotected by the elements, that vary from an extreme cold, wet, or hot and 
freezing climate. 

There is a starting scene that can evoke emotions but it is free to be interpreted by people who 
watch it. So there will be no signs or explanation about the scene. 

The wind, the rain and snow, the birds, insects or maybe even people can have a free game 
with them. Nature takes over and the puppets will be gone or faded away at last (or maybe in 
the desert still in pretty good shape?). 

Then they will be removed, but in another way they will live forever by documenting this 
process.



The Beauty of Decay
This process, in different climates and circumstances, will be registered in different forms. 

It can be filmed or photographed, or maybe notated by writing and drawings. The aim is to follow 
the process of decay, that is interesting but also see the beauty of it. 

For schools and visitors the installation can be a way to interact or study.

T H E  E N V I R O N M E N T

The spaces and climates are very different. 

For instance in Spain the puppets are installed in the open air space between two walls of 
the museum, isolated from the public by a glass window. No green, only pigeons and gravel 
(although a small tree started to grow there last year!). Every week  a ‘still’ will be made, to 
follow the process of change. 

In the Netherlands the puppets are displayed in the ’polders’ near the Ijsselmeer (lake), 
where the strong winds and rain have a lot of influence on the environment. The process will 
be filmed.



In London where they are placed on a roof there is a connection with a screen in the theatre lobby.

The places that are chosen up until now are in the Dutch polders (Warder), the suburbs of Seattle, 
Washington USA, an inner square of the museum of puppets in Tolosa, Spain, the roof of the Unicorn 
theatre in London,  the township of Hamburg in the Eastern Cape, South Africa, in the desert of 
Australia and an island in Norway.

T I M E  F R A M E

During  and after the process the documentation will be collected and at the end all comes 
together and a documentary will be made about the project. 

How long the process takes depends on the place of exhibit, but of course we aim to have it 
documented as long as possible. In most places it will stay for at least three years.

There are puppets already placed in the Netherlands, Spain, Seattle and London.  



Puppets for Spain, 2012



TOPIC Tolosa, Spain 2013
The puppets are displayed
between two walls of the 
museum. The visitors of the 
museum look at them from a 
large glass window.

2013 installation Tolosa

Spring 2013 : a small tree is starting to grow. 
One pupet turned her head.



TOPIC Tolosa, Spain 2014
People´s opinion about the work 
Sad souls. They transmit me a sense of unease. One 
of them looks at me, as I was the responsible of its 
misfortune. The other it drags without face. And the 
last one more quietly, takes over its tragic destination. 
(Cristina) 

2014/03/25- Phantasmagorical image. Suicide. 
Something that one day was. 

2014/03/28- I can see a guilty nun, although she is 
hanging she has not regretted. She looks at you, 
hoping, you will go to the hell as her. The other one, 
which is below is the worst, the guiltiest. And most 
cowardly, she has not showed her face. 

2014/04/01-The first impression I have done, 
remember me a war. The character that is the 
furthest, It looks died angel. The character, laing on 
the floor, I cannot see its face because of 
climatology, it looks shooting. And the woman who is 
on the left, remembers me a prostitute. 

2014/05/04- Curious but gloomy. 

2014/08/22- It symbolize the live. The short-lived of 
the human. Innovative.



Summer 2013 : Installation of the puppets in the Netherlands



Warder, Netherlands 
2013
In the polders of 
North Holland in the 
garden of 
photographer Ed van 
der Elsken puppets 
are placed in the 
summer of 2013. 
The process of decay
is filmed by the 
documentary maker 
Han Hogeland.

Winter 2013



Seattle WA 2014
There are three
puppets placed
in a garden of 
an American 
house. They will
be part of the 
family in the 
coming years.
The owner of 
the garden is 
the actor/writer
Todd Jefferson-
Moore and he 
will write about
the process in 
prose and 
poems.

Seattle January 2014



London UK 2014
On top op the 
Unicorn Theatre
in London three
puppets are 
displayed with a 
view on the 
Shard. There is a 
connextion with
a screen in the 
lobby where
people can
write down their
comments
about what
happens in the 
scene. 

London June 2014



We are still searching for a place in the desert and maybe Norway. 

Presentation made by: Saskia Janse

Photography: Carla Kogelman, Dirk Buwalda, Nico Jongsma, Saskia Janse, Onny 
Huisink, María San Sebastián

For more information:

Mr. Onny (Anne) Huisink
Ijsselmeerdijk 26
1473 PP Warder
Netherlands
art@speeltheater.nl



The Sheperd



The Spaniard



The Caribiniere



The Caribiniere



The Man with the hat



The Girl



The Old Lady



The Don
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